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Low bottles, roast up, 
End like too low, make you show you need it show far, 
500 horses in that motor, 
Vocalist version, a heart for goga, 
A side young actress Rose and they wanting more
hearts
Life style I?m asking, click I?m here to come back
Sure a wonderful water, fall see like you?ve done that
Can?t touch the door his door from writing what I?m
spending
Professor of her pressure point just imagine, 
Handle it, time passed, thought I wonder handles that
I don?t own her body but she?s under my
management, 
Turn off ball to for set hoes, heart won?t let her let go, 
Ghost from his auto brush, 
Classic like the rets rolls everybody continent, 
Coop get compliments, refine what you want to comfort
this, 
Took your dreams close notice the pain goes on, 
Thank God I?ve been robbed, and make me... 

You?ve been flag so long, 
?cause only writers choose Sean, 
Little ghetto boy.
It was nice with no home, 
He was fall from the throne, 
Little ghetto boy.

Study life as a major, mind it in the paper, 
Learn that your view box acting what you... 
Survivers soldiers, sister stroller, 
Born in holla groove, but bloxin in for... know you, 
Miss by gun fire, no thing make one time, 
Letting the gun fire, will make one admire.

Welcome to my little black mine, 
Also known as the city can?t forgot mine, 
It?s weed on the dance for these on my... 
I believe two lies, and hoping it won?t blas, 
Being the rich man, it?s clear upon glass, 
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Where I?m from, life of the shooter as the song last, 
How I hustle streets talk that, 
Have fights and I fuck that
Take you dreams know the thing brings on
From Jones just for you, and the ghetto you?ve been... 
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You?ve been flag so long, 
?cause only writers choose Sean, 
Little ghetto boy.
It was nice with no home, 
He was fall from the throne, 
Little ghetto boy
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